
Consolidated Practice Direction for the 
Central West Region 
J. Conferences  

26.1 
Counsel and parties are expected to attend all conferences in person. 

26.2 
Parties may arrange for a conference to occur by teleconference with the consent of both parties 
and their counsel. If the other party will not consent, a request for a teleconference may be made by 
filing a Form 14B Motion Form. 

26.3 
Counsel or the parties should communicate before any conference in order to attempt to resolve the 
issues that are in dispute unless the parties are self-represented and prohibited from communication 
by court order. 

26.4 
A date for a case conference may only be obtained upon one side filing a case conference brief. 

26.5 Parties shall serve and file a case conference brief (Form 17A) for case 
conferences and a settlement conference brief (Form 17C) for settlement 
conferences with any necessary attachments. The purposes of a case conference 
are set out in Rule 17(4) and the purposes of a settlement conference are set out 
in Rule 17(5). Parties should prepare their briefs with a view to a realistic agenda 
that can be completed in the time that has been scheduled for the conference. 

26.6 Conference briefs were designed to replace adversarial pleadings and 
affidavits. These briefs shall be prepared in a manner that will promote settlement 
and shall include the party’s proposal for any unresolved issues.  They should 
also be prepared so that they can realistically be read by the conference judge in 
the time scheduled for the event that day.  

26.7 Conference briefs shall be limited to the 4 page form set out in the Family 
Law Rules. In addition to the standard form, briefs must contain documents 
mandated by the rules (including for example Net Family Property Statements) 
and may contain attachments that are necessary to facilitate settlement, such as 
expert reports, proposed parenting plans and lists of outstanding disclosure. 

26.8 In exceptional circumstances, a conference brief may include necessary and 
additional facts that will assist in resolving the outstanding issues. However, in 
no case shall a conference brief exceed 6 double spaced pages (excluding the 
attachments referred to in paragraph 26.7 above). 

26.9 Conference briefs that exceed the length set out above may be returned to 
the parties. Lengthy or unduly adversarial conference briefs may not be read. The 
matter may also be placed at the bottom of the list and costs may be awarded. 



26.10 
Once a case or settlement conference has been scheduled no adjournments will be permitted 
except in exceptional circumstances. If exceptional circumstances arise, the party requesting the 
adjournment must obtain the permission, in writing, of a Superior Court Justice. 

26.11 
Trial management conferences may not be adjourned without a judge’s order, which must be 
obtained either by 14B motion or by appearing before the court. The adjournment request must set 
out compelling reasons why the parties are not ready to go ahead, along with a proposed timetable 
to move the case forward. 

27. Parties must serve and file a Trial Scheduling Endorsement Form with their Settlement 
Conference briefs, so that if the matter does not settle at the Settlement Conference a 
trial date can be scheduled. 

… 

L. Early Case Conferences – Brampton and Milton 

31. Litigants who are represented by counsel, and those who are self-represented, can 
participate in an early case conference. 

32. The case conferences will be held on Mondays. They will be listed as “Early Case 
Conference” (ECC) and are available only if a case conference has not already been 
held. 

33. Fifteen ECCs will be scheduled for 10 a.m. 

34. Both parties must certify they have fully discussed the issues to be litigated with the 
other side before their attendance at court for the ECC, or have attended court not later 
than 9 a.m. on the scheduled date to fully discuss the issues.  If the parties have not 
discussed the issues fully in advance of 10 a.m., the conference will be rescheduled. 

35. Litigants are required to attend the ECC. 

36. Each ECC will be limited to a total of 15 minutes for all submissions, discussion and 
endorsements. 

37. The litigants must file updated financial statements. Case Conference Briefs must not 
exceed five double spaced pages setting out their positions and must not include lengthy 
schedules. 

38. The parties are limited to factual assertions contained in the written material, and will not 
be permitted to add additional facts in submissions. 


